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Message From 
Kim Donaldson 

Dear Minister Duguid,

On behalf of its members, Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC) is 
pleased to make recommendations as part of the Government of 
Ontario’s Red Tape Challenge. 

IBC conducted a review of the Insurance Act, Compulsory Automobile Insurance 
Act, Motor Vehicle Accident Claims Act, Automobile Insurance Rate Stabilization Act 
and Financial Services Commission of Ontario Act, as well as relevant regulations 
and bulletins, to identify provisions that prevent consumers from realizing the 
benefits of new technology and that limit insurers’ ability to innovate. 

Consumers are embracing technology and incorporating it into their everyday 
activities. They expect their institutions to do the same. Technological innovations 
not only increase convenience, but are effective at achieving the policy 
objectives set out in regulations. The insurance industry has long advocated that 
governments ensure that regulatory frameworks reflect modern day realities, to 
enable insurers to innovate and meet the expectations of consumers. 

IBC supports reducing the regulatory burden that inhibits the insurance industry’s 
most rudimentary innovations, such as: 

 • Conducting consumer transactions electronically; and 

 •  Using technology and new approaches for improving underwriting  
and pricing. 

Overall, regulations should provide insurers with the greatest flexibility to react 
and adapt when new technological innovations occur that shift consumer 
expectations. This submission contains seven recommendations, which the 
government can implement without creating additional risk for consumers. 

Sincerely,

Kim Donaldson
Vice-President, Ontario
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Conducting Consumer 
Transactions Electronically

There are several provisions in the insurance laws that are 
unclear about, or prohibit insurers from, delivering insurance 
documents and information to consumers through electronic 
means. These provisions prevent insurers from modernizing 
many of their processes to reflect current and emerging 
technological capabilities, thereby inhibiting insurers’ ability to 
improve the overall experience for their customers.

The Insurance Act and corresponding regulations prescribe that insurers can 
terminate insurance contracts using registered mail or personal delivery only.  
The specific sections are:

 •  Insurance Act, S. 134(3) – Where note or cheque for premium not honoured;

 • Insurance Act, S. 148, Statutory Conditions 5(1) – Termination;

 • Reg. 777/93: Statutory Conditions – Automobile Insurance, S. 11(1);

 • Reg. 777/93: Statutory Conditions  – Automobile Insurance, S. 11(1.1) (a) (b);

 • Reg. 777/93: Statutory Conditions – Automobile Insurance, S. 11(1.2) (a) (b);

 • Reg. 777/93: Statutory Conditions – Automobile Insurance, S. 11(1.3)(b);

 • Reg. 777/93: Statutory Conditions – Automobile Insurance, S. 11(1.7); and

 • Reg. 777/93: Statutory Conditions – Automobile Insurance, S. 11(5).

The Insurance Act and corresponding regulations prescribe that insurers have to 
issue certain notices using registered mail or personal delivery only. The specific 
sections are:

 • Insurance Act, S. 148, Statutory Conditions 15 – Notice; 

 • Reg. 777/93: Statutory Conditions – Automobile Insurance, S.12; and

 • Reg. 676: Uninsured Automobile Coverage, S. 5(1). 

A.  .
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The Insurance Act prescribes that insurers have to send certain applications and 
policies using mail or delivery only. The specific sections are:

 • Insurance Act, S. 232(2); and

 • Insurance Act, S. 232(3).

The Insurance Act prescribes that an individual who is entitled to statutory 
accident benefits because of a motor vehicle collision has to use registered mail to 
demand particulars from the owner or operator of any vehicle against whom the 
individual may have a claim. The specific sections are:

 • Insurance Act, S. 269(1); and

 • Insurance Act, S. 269(2).

The Insurance Act prescribes that insurers “furnish”, to particular persons, certain 
forms or information, such as proof of loss forms and proposals for insurance. 
Because there is no definition of “furnish” in the Insurance Act, insurers interpret the 
term to mean delivery of forms and information to the recipient in hard copy. The 
specific sections are:

 • Insurance Act, S. 125 – Application or proposal for insurance; 

 • Insurance Act, S. 135(1) – Proof of loss forms;

 • Insurance Act, S. 273(1) – Claimant’s obligation to inform; and

 • Insurance Act, S. 273(2) – Claim for statutory accident benefits.

Regulation 283/95 prescribes that when insurers are in dispute over which insurer 
has an obligation to pay benefits to an insured, they must give notice to the 
insured using a form approved by the Superintendent. Insurers cannot provide this 
notice electronically. The specific section is:

 • Reg. 283/95: Disputes Between Insurers, S. 4(1).

The Compulsory Automobile Insurance Act authorizes the Financial Services 
Commission of Ontario (FSCO) to define the form of the proof of auto insurance 
card through a Superintendent of Insurance’s bulletin. FSCO and all insurance 
regulators in Canada require insurers to print and mail to their customers the proof 
of auto insurance cards. 

In December, the Canadian Council of Insurance Regulators (CCIR) announced that 
FSCO and all regulators will allow electronic proof of auto insurance by the end of 
the first half of 2017. FSCO already permits an electronic insurance card for vehicles 
used as part of a ride-sharing service. 
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For many transactions, the Insurance Act and corresponding regulations require 
insurers to use certain forms that FSCO has approved. Insurers are prohibited 
from deviating from these prescribed forms unless none of the deviations in the 
document affect the substance of the form. This requirement prevents insurers 
from adapting certain forms, such as the auto insurance owner’s policy and claims 
forms, to a digital environment. The specific sections are:

 • Insurance Act, S. 228; and

 • Reg. 7/00: Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices, S. 1(12).

Recommendations: Facilitating Interactions between Insurers 
and Consumers

The United States has regulations that are more technology-accommodating than 
Ontario. 

 •  More than two-thirds of U.S. jurisdictions permit insurers and their 
customers to conduct all transactions online, with the customer’s consent. 

 •  There are 47 U.S. jurisdictions that permit drivers to present their proof of 
auto insurance cards to police officers electronically on their smartphones. 

Many insurers that operate in the U.S. have released their own smartphone apps. 
These apps allow their customers to report claims, submit photos of the loss, view 
their insurance policy documents and proof of insurance cards, and/or pay their 
premiums. 

Also, some insurers, such as Esurance, can communicate with their customers 
entirely online. Lemonade, an insurance start-up that operates on a peer-to-
peer business model, also communicates with its customers entirely online and 
recently managed and settled a claim, using its artificial intelligence technology 
capabilities, within a few minutes. 

Ontario’s Electronic Commerce Act governs how businesses collect, deliver and 
use information and documents electronically. The Act places many requirements 
on businesses, including that consumers have to give consent to a business to 
provide or accept information or documents electronically (Section 3).  

Although the Act applies to almost all businesses that operate in the province, it 
does not override provisions in other acts, such as the Insurance Act, which require 
insurers and their customers to interact via registered mail or personal delivery. 
Below are IBC’s recommendations for amending the insurance laws to allow 
insurers and their customers to interact electronically. 
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1.  IBC recommends amending the Insurance Act and the corresponding 
regulations to state explicitly that all insurance transactions can be 
completed electronically if the consumer provides the necessary 
consent, along the lines reflected in the Electronic Commerce Act. 

  In British Columbia and Alberta, the laws permit insurers and their customers 
to interact electronically in almost all instances. Specifically, the insurance acts 
in these provinces state that the electronic delivery of records is considered to 
be equivalent to that of registered mail. 

 In British Columbia, Section 7(3) of Part I of the Insurance Act states that:

 If a record is provided in electronic form under this section,

  (a) the record is deemed to have been provided by registered mail, and

   (b) a period of time that, under this Act, starts to run when that record, 
or notification of it, is delivered to the addressee’s postal address starts to 
run when the record is deemed received in accordance with the Electronic 
Transactions Act.

 In Alberta, Section 547 of the Insurance Act states that: 

   (2) If under this Act a record is required or permitted to be provided to a 
person personally, by mail or by any other means, unless regulations…
provide otherwise, the record may be provided to the person in electronic 
form in accordance with the Electronic Transactions Act; 

   (3) For the purposes of time periods under this Act, a record provided in 
electronic form is deemed to have been sent by registered mail to the 
address required under this Act.

2.  IBC recommends that FSCO issue a bulletin that permits insurers to offer 
an electronic option for proof of auto insurance.

3.  IBC recommends that FSCO amend the prescribed insurance forms to 
include the necessary data collection and consent provision disclosure 
statements that would allow consumers to enter into contracts and 
deliver and/or receive information electronically. This approach should 
include the use of e-signatures, which are already the legal equivalent to 
pen and paper in real estate transactions due to recent amendments to 
the Electronic Commerce Act. 
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Using Technology and New 
Approaches for Improving 
Underwriting and Pricing 
There are several provisions in the insurance laws that prevent 
insurers from taking advantage of technology that would help 
them assess risk and price their products more accurately. There 
are also provisions that limit insurers’ ability to compete for the 
business of consumers in Ontario. 

FSCO’s Bulletin No. A-16/16 imposes restrictions on insurers’ use of usage-based 
insurance pricing (UBIP). UBIP generally consists of a device that a customer installs 
in his/her vehicle or by installing an application on a smartphone that allows 
insurers to track distance driven and driving behaviours, collate the information 
and determine a price for insurance.

The restrictions in the Bulletin include the ways in which consumers can be 
enrolled in UBIP and the ways in which insurers can use the data collected through 
the UBIP device. For instance, an insurer can only use UBIP to offer a discount on 
the price set through its traditional pricing formula. The insurer cannot use the 
data, which is of the individual’s actual driving habits, to determine the price. 
Largely because of the restrictions placed on UBIP, only a few insurers offer the 
option in Ontario.

Currently, consumers in 49 U.S. jurisdictions have ten or more insurers offering 
them UBIP. A popular UBIP comes from the insurer Metromile. Metromile charges 
users based on a number of factors, including how many miles they drive. If an 
individual drives fewer miles, he/she pays less for insurance. Conversely, if he/she 
drives more, he/she pays more for insurance. Metromile sets the price based solely 
on the data collected through the device.

4.  IBC recommends that FSCO allow insurers to provide consumers the 
option to select UBIP to determine the price of auto insurance, and not 
merely to calculate discounts. 

B.
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Regulation 7/00 prohibits insurers from offering rebates or inducements, 
considering both to be an “unfair or deceptive act or practice”. However, as it is 
written, the language used in the Regulation to describe what constitutes an 
unfair or deceptive act or practice leads to some ambiguity as to what type of 
conduct is actually intended to be captured. It also leads to some uncertainty 
in the insurance industry as to what qualifies as an acceptable business activity. 
For example, insurers are uncertain about whether or not they can encourage 
customers to adopt risk mitigation measures by providing homeowners with 
backwater valves to reduce the risk of flood losses. Similarly, it is unclear whether 
or not the rules allow for the introduction of loyalty or reward programs, which 
are increasingly being used in many other industries and becoming a consumer 
expectation. Clarification is needed on whether these activities can be considered 
inducements or rebates, and therefore prohibited.  

The specific sections in the Regulation are:

 • Reg. 7/00: Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices, S. 2(1)2; and

 • Reg. 7/00: Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices, S. 2(1)3.

In Alberta, the government lifted restrictions on rebating and inducements in the 
mid-1990s. 

5.  IBC recommends amending the Regulation so that insurers can encourage 
consumers to adopt risk-mitigation measures, and also so that insurers 
can offer loyalty and reward programs, without risk of non-compliance. 

Regulation 7/00 requires insurers to offer consumers the lowest price available for 
auto insurance amongst all its affiliated companies. Accordingly, a company that 
owns multiple insurers, each with a different business model and target market, 
has to offer all consumers the lowest price from the different insurers, even if the 
consumer did not approach that specific insurer and the consumer is not part of 
the insurer’s target market. An unintended consequence of this requirement is that 
it discourages innovation, such as experimenting with new pricing or distribution 
models, or creating discount insurers. This results in less competition, which 
ultimately reduces choice for consumers. 

The specific sections in the Regulation are: 

 • Reg. 7/00: Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices, S. 2(1)8.i; and 

 • Reg. 7/00: Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices, S. 2(1)8.ii.

6. IBC recommends removing this requirement from the Regulation. 

C.

D.
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The Insurance Act and corresponding regulations have established one of the 
strictest and most complex approval processes for pricing auto insurance for 
personal vehicles in all of North America. In Ontario, because of the process 
outlined in Section 410 of the Act, insurers often have to file hundreds of pages of 
documentation and wait several months for even a small price adjustment. The 
process is even longer and consists of more rules when insurers want to use new 
models that incorporate technology in assessing risk and determining the price. 
The cost involved in proceeding through the process often discourages insurers 
from adjusting their prices up or down and from innovating their approaches to 
pricing.

In many U.S. jurisdictions, insurers can introduce new pricing models and adjust 
their prices up or down without explicit approval from the regulator. In other 
jurisdictions, the regulators only have to approve price changes that are above 
a pre-set threshold. There are only a few jurisdictions that require the regulators’ 
approval on every price change before the insurer can implement the new price in 
the market. 

Currently, a working group of insurers at IBC is developing a proposal for reforming 
price regulation in all Canadian provinces. The objective of this effort is for 
consumers to benefit from a process that allows insurers to compete on price, 
strategy and innovation, and that allows the regulators to focus their efforts on 
high-risk developments in the market, instead of on all developments. Although 
reforming price regulation is not as simple as the other recommendations in this 
submission, IBC recommends that the government commit to reviewing the 
corresponding provisions in the Insurance Act and the corresponding regulations. 

In the meantime, the government could allow insurers to file their prices for 
personal vehicles using the process that is currently used for non-personal 
vehicles. That process is known as file-and-use. The file-and-use process, which 
is prescribed in Section 413 of the Insurance Act, deems price changes approved 
after a certain period of time. An alternative approach would be to allow insurers 
to proceed through a file-and-use process for price changes that are within a pre-
set threshold. Both approaches provide insurers with an incentive to compete for 
consumers’ business on price. 

7.  IBC recommends that the government commit to reviewing the 
provisions in the Insurance Act and the corresponding regulations that 
pertain to the regulation of auto insurance prices and, in the meantime, 
apply a file-and-use process, with or without a pricing threshold, for 
personal vehicles.

E.
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Conclusion

Digitization and mobile connectivity have transformed human 
interactions and ushered in enormous social and economic 
change. Yet the pace of policy and regulation has failed to match 
the speed of technological change. In this dynamic and evolving 
market, where the direction of change is difficult to gauge, 
consumers need technology-accommodating regulations. In 
cutting the red tape mentioned in this submission, the Ontario 
government will enable insurers to meet consumer expectations, 
innovate and compete.

IBC and insurers operating in Ontario would welcome the opportunity to discuss 
the recommendations in this submission with the government and would like 
to offer support to the government as it proceeds with improving the business 
environment for companies and their customers. 
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Appendix: List of Recommendations

1.  Amend the Insurance Act and the corresponding regulations to state explicitly 
that all insurance transactions can be completed electronically if the consumer 
provides the necessary consent, along the lines reflected in the Electronic 
Commerce Act. 

2.  Have FSCO issue a bulletin that permits insurers to offer an electronic option 
for proof of auto insurance.

3.  Have FSCO amend the prescribed insurance forms to include the necessary 
data collection and consent provision disclosure statements that would allow 
consumers to enter into contracts and deliver and/or receive information 
electronically. This approach should include the use of e-signatures.

4.  Have FSCO amend Bulletin No. A-16/16 so that insurers can use UBIP to 
determine the price of auto insurance. 

5.  Amend Regulation 7/00 so that insurers can encourage consumers to adopt 
risk-mitigation measures, and also so that insurers can offer loyalty and reward 
programs, without risk of non-compliance.

6.  Remove the requirement in Regulation 7/00 that mandates insurers to offer 
consumers the lowest price available amongst all its affiliated companies. 

7.  Commit to reviewing the provisions in the Insurance Act and the 
corresponding regulations that pertain to the regulation of auto insurance 
prices and, in the meantime, apply a file-and-use process, with or without a 
pricing threshold, for personal vehicles. 


